
gymnastics * dance * climbing * parties * cheer 
Itty Bitty Ballet 1– 2 years old  Parent Participation              30 min                                   
This parent participation class is a great way to introduce the fun and joy of movement to your child!  This explora-
tory dance class includes songs and games/lap rides, rhythm exploration, dance with fun props that stimulate move-
ment and development of motor skills, a variety of music, and trampoline time! 
 
Tip-Toe Tot:  2 – 3 years old  Parent Participation              30 min                                   
This parent participation class is a great way to introduce your preschool child to ballet!  With you there to assist your 
child, he/she will learn to adjust to the classroom environment while being encouraged to have fun.  This class in-
cludes beginning fundamentals of ballet, songs, games, and creative movement with a focus on parent and child in-
teraction. 
 

Combo Dance 1:    3 – 4 years old   TAP & BALLET  45 min 
Your child will fall in love with the world of dance in this entry-level class. This class includes beginning fundamentals 
of ballet and tap dance with ten minutes of free play in our trampolines and foam pit! 
 

Combo Dance 2:    4 – 5 years old   TAP & BALLET  45 min                  
This intermediate preschool-level combo dance class is for students who have begun to master the beginning funda-
mentals of dance and are ready to move on. In this class, instructors will be asking a little more of each dancer, and 
introducing the concepts of right and left, foot articulation and ballet barre. Placement based on skill level.  Approval 
of dance instructor required to enroll.  
 

Pre-Ballet:     5 - 6 years old       45 min    
Special hybrid class for students who are beginning ballet for the first time or transferring from a Combo Dance class.  
Class is specially designed to accommodate younger dancers development, attention span, and energy levels.   
 
Ballet 1:   6 – 8 years old                                              60 min  
Your child will fall in love with the world of ballet in this entry-level class. This class includes beginning fundamentals 
of ballet barre, centre, and across the floor. 
 

Ballet 2:  7 – 10 years old                                                            60 min       
This beginning/intermediate-level class is for students who have begun to master the beginning fundamentals of  
ballet and are ready to move on. In this class, instructors will be asking a little more of each dancer technically.   
Placement based on skill level.  Approval of dance instructor required to enroll.  
 

Ballet 3:  8 – 12 years old                                                              75 min            
*2 days per week enrollment required 
This intermediate-level ballet class is for students who have mastered basic technique and are ready for a challenge.  
This class includes intermediate ballet technique at barre, centre, petite allegro, grande allegro and across the floor. 
Placement based on skill level.  Approval of dance instructor required to enroll.  
*It is recommended that students in this level also enroll in a Jazz class. 
 

Ballet 4:  8 – 14 years old                90 min                            
*2 days per week enrollment required 
This intermediate/advanced-level ballet class is for students who have mastered basic technique and progressed 
through the intermediate level. Placement based on skill level.  Approval of dance instructor required to enroll.  
*It is recommended that students in this level also enroll in a Jazz class. 
 

Ballet 5:  10+  years old                120/90 min                            
*3 days per week enrollment required 
This advanced-level ballet class is for students who have both mastered basic and intermediate technique and are 
now ready for an advanced level.  This class includes strength and flexibility conditioning to prepare dancers for be-
ginning pointe work.  Placement based on skill level.  Approval of dance instructor required to enroll.  *It is recom-
mended that students in this level also enroll in a Jazz class. 
 

Beginning Pointe:  12+  years old                60 min                            
*4 days per week enrollment required (Concurrent with ballet 5, with teacher permission) 
This class is for students who have reached advanced placement, have the age/development required, and can  
demonstrate the strength, foot articulation, and alignment needed to begin pointe work.  Approval of dance instruc-
tor required to enroll.  *It is recommended that students in this level also enroll in a Jazz class. 
 
 

Beginning School-Age Ballet:   6 - 12  years old     60 min 
Your child will fall in love with the world of ballet in this entry-level class. This class includes beginning  
fundamentals of ballet barre, centre, and across the floor and covers both Ballet 1 and Ballet 2  
criteria.  This class is scheduled at a time that is meant to be convenient for students in home-school  
programs, independent study, or on break for summer vacation, but is open to all. 



Jr Jazz:     5 - 6 years old       45 min    
Special Hybrid class for students who are younger and beginning Jazz for the first time or transferring from a 
Combo Dance class.  Class is specially designed to accommodate younger dancers’  
development, attention span, and energy levels.   
 
Jazz 1:    6 – 10 years old               60 min      
This class teaches beginning-level skills.  The class consists of Jazz technique, choreography, with beginning-level 
tumbling and acro-dance (dance- based gymnastic skills).  Choreography includes different jazz based styles 
such as lyrical, musical theatre, jazz/hip-hop fusion, acro-dance and Fosse. 
 
Jazz 2:    8 – 14 years old               60 min    
This beginning/intermediate-level class consists of Jazz technique and choreography, with beginning/
intermediate-level tumbling and acro-dance (dance-based gymnastic skills).  Choreography includes different 
jazz based styles such as lyrical, musical theatre, jazz/hip-hop fusion, acro-dance and Fosse. The emphasis on 
technique and musicality increases in this level, as well as stretching and conditioning for flexibility, more  
advanced acro dance and tumbling, and the expectation of the dancer to remember choreography and  
perform on their own.  Placement based on skill level.  Approval of dance instructor required to enroll.  
 *It is recommended that students in this level also enroll in a Ballet class. 
 
Jazz 3:    10+              75 min  
*2 days per week enrollment required              
This intermediate-level class consists of Jazz technique and choreography, with intermediate-level tumbling and 
acro-dance (dance-based gymnastic skills).  Choreography includes different jazz based styles such as  
lyrical, musical theatre, jazz/hip-hop fusion, acro-dance and Fosse.  Placement based on skill level.  The  
emphasis on clean technique and increased body awareness, control over isolated body parts, increased strength 
and flexibility, more advanced acro dance and tumbling, and the expectation of the dancer to perform more 
complex choreography makes Jazz 3 a significant step up from Jazz 2.  Approval of dance instructor required to 
enroll.  *It is recommended that students in this level also enroll in a Ballet class. 
 
Jazz 4:    12+               75 min  
*2 days per week enrollment required              
This intermediate/advanced-level class consists of Jazz technique and choreography, with intermediate-level 
tumbling and acro-dance (dance-based gymnastic skills).  Choreography includes different jazz based styles such 
as lyrical, musical theatre, jazz/hip-hop fusion, acro-dance and Fosse.  The emphasis on clean technique and in-
creased body awareness, as well as skill level and complexity of movement make Jazz 4 a significant step up from 
Jazz 3.  Dancers will also work more on their stage presentation and characterization in performing.  As always, 
they will be increasing their acro-dance vocabulary and gymnastics skills in conjunction with their dance  
choreography. Placement based on skill level.  Approval of dance instructor required to enroll.  
*It is recommended that students in this level also enroll in a Ballet class. 
 
Beginning School Age Jazz:   6 - 12  years old     60 min 
This class teaches beginning-level skills.  The class consists of Jazz technique, choreography, with beginning-level 
tumbling and acro-dance (dance-based gymnastic skills).  Choreography includes different jazz-based styles such 
as lyrical, musical theatre, jazz/hip-hop fusion, acro-dance and Fosse. This class is scheduled at a time that is 
meant to be convenient for students in home-school programs, independent study, or on break for summer  
vacation, but is open to all. 
 
Adult Tap :   16+  years old     60 min                                             
This class is specifically designed to move at an accelerated pace and cover both tap 1 and tap 2 criteria, as well 
as prepare adult tappers for Broadway tap opportunities in theatre . This class focuses on the beginning and in-
termediate basic tap steps, rhythm, speed, dynamics, and foot articulation. All new students within this age range 
should start with this class.  
 
Tap 1:  6– 14yrs                                                             60min 
You will love this upbeat beginning level Tap class. This class focuses on the beginning basic tap steps, rhythm, 
speed, dynamics, and foot articulation. Then as students progress, instructors will be asking a little more of each 
dancer, and introducing faster rhythms and more complex steps. All New Students within this age range should 
start with this class. 
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